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INTRODUCTION
This plan has been drawn up in response to Lambeth’s Cultural Services 2020 Consultation. It
is also a response by local people to needs they have identified, and includes a vision for the
library and archive which was being developed before the consultation was announced.
It has been assembled in two months by volunteers who had no resources and is therefore
intended only to give an outline response to the consultation.
Cultural Services Consultation 2020
On January 30th 2015 Lambeth announced plans for a review of the way it funds libraries,
parks, sport and arts in the borough.
Proposal for Vassall ward and Minet Library and archive:
Lambeth proposes to sell Minet Library and move the archive to another location. It proposes
setting up a Lambeth Library Challenge Fund for 2016 and 2017. This fund will be open for
charitable trusts and social enterprises to bid for funding to establish a community library offer,
for example the fund could purchase equipment that will support self-service technologies,
capital costs of creating a fit-for- purpose space, volunteer programmes and peer-to-peer support network. It is suggested that services could be delivered from community venues in Angell
Town, Myatt’s Fields North community centre and Marcus Lipton Youth Club.
Friends of Minet Library are developing an alternative plan that includes:
* Bring in external funding to fully resource the renovation of Minet Archive, making it fit for
purpose for the next century
* Develop the site to raise new funds for capital and revenue for the Minet Library
* Use this new funding to provide a top quality library service that acts as a supporter
that underpins the regeneration of the deprived wards of Vassall and Coldharbour
A library is not a luxury but one of
the necessities of life.
Henry Ward Beecher

“A library is a place where you
learn what teachers were afraid
to teach you.”
Alan M. Dershowitz
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EQUALITIES

As we will see from the evidence available, Vassall and Coldharbour residents are among the most impoverished,
with need of improved access to training and digital inclusion in the borough. The area contains large swathes of
estates with virtually no community assets or places where people can meet and make friends across diverse
communities.
We are therefore framing this business plan around equalities.
We ask the following core questions:
1)

What is the evidence base (ie local need) we should use when planning a library
service for Vassall and Coldharbour. What needs should the library service be aiming
to meet

2)

What evidence is there that already impoverished communities will not be further disadvantaged
by the 2020 proposals?. Is there evidence that the risks inherent in the plan have been duly
concidered and will be mitigated by the proposals?

3)

What evidence is there that Friends of Minet Library can deliver on their plan to meet local need?

NEED
1. Need to improve access to the internet for vulnerable residents:
Lambeth’s residents’ survey 2014 states :
“Despite such a large proportion of residents having access to the internet, older and retired
people, Black Caribbean, disabled people and residents who are not in a job or training
continue to be more likely to not to have access to the internet. People who do not use the
internet are also more likely to feel they cannot influence decisions.”

2 Deprivation profile: Coldharbour and Vassall as digitally and socially excluded
communities living in poverty
% dependent children in out of work households Coldharbour 39.1 Vassall 33.5
The % of lone parents who are not working is also higher in Coldharbour at 51.7%
52.7% of children in Coldharbour live in poverty
Both Coldharbour and Vassall have extremely high percentage of BME communities, although
particularly high in Coldharbour at 62%
Coldharbour has a particularly high rate of newly registered migrants at 55.6%
A significantly higher proportion of Coldharbour and Vassall residents reside in properties that fall into
the lowest council tax bands at 38% and 32.5%
Coldharbour and Vassall have a higher than average rate of overcrowded households at 38% and

29%

Vassall and Coldharbour are the two most socially and digitally excluded areas of the borough (the
rest of the borough is ranked joint first out of 125 areas in terms of digital inclusion (Effective Service
Delivery community mapping exercise). This is made worse in some of the poorest estates because
of exceptionally slow internet speeds: Cowley Road has the slowest internet speed in London at 1.41
mbps (source: uswitch.com)
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Community cohesion and community assets: the two wards have very few places where all members of the
community can meet and mix. There are 30,000 people living in the wards and almost no shops, businesses or
community spaces used by all. The exception to this is Myatt’s Fields Park and the Minet Library. The council’s
latest equalities inspection identified that although Myatt’s Fields Park provided an exceptional example of
bringing people together so they can mix, it has to be a priority for the council to make this more widespread
as good practice. In such a diverse ward, there is a critical need to provide places where people can make
friends and build relationships across communities.

3

Community response to the 2020 Consultation: evidence there is not capacity to
deliver the plan in a way that mitigates risk of damage to communities
3.1 Questionnaire: residents vote for a professionally run library. (see appendix 5)
3.2 No evidence from questionnaire that there is local capacity from volunteers to run a library service
3.3

Letters from Angell Town, Myatt’s Fields North and Marcus Lipton:
we don’t have the capacity to run library service
Signing petitions out side the Minet library

“To ask why we need libraries at all,
when there is so much information
available elsewhere, is about as sensible
as asking if roadmaps are necessary now
that there are so very many roads.”
Jon Bing

You’re never too old, too
wacky, too wild, to pick up
a book and read to a child.
Dr. Seuss
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PROPOSAL
FoML: SWOT analysis: Minet Library:
Strengths:
		

One of the only amenities in this very deprived area of Lambeth. Great place for children
the retired /elderly and has much needed facilities eg computers, books; social events

Weaknesses:

Under used compared to other Lambeth libraries.

Opportunities: BME, older and disabled people say they are cut off from opportunities in Lambeth by their
		
poor access to the internet (People’s Survey 2014). We have an opportunity to redevelop
		the library:
			
		

* To connect isolated communities to each other, to services and the world. To
build an on-line local community using digital technology

			

*To revolutionise the way information is provided to diverse communities

			
		

*To train local people (especially elderly, migrant populations, people living in
poverty) in the use of social media and digital technology

			
		

* Tackle people’s exclusion from financial and social opportunities by improving
access to digital information.

			
		

*To combat unemployment and meet the skills gap by providing high quality
training for employment in digital technologies

			

*To bring in funding and support from technological industries

Threats:
		

Cuts to services threaten all non-statutory services. The archive could be moved elsewhere
and the library could close.

Google can bring you back 100,000
answers, a librarian can bring you
back the right one.
Neil Gaiman

...because it isn’t just a library.
It is a space ship that will take
you to the farthest reaches of
the Universe, a time machine
that will take you to the far past
and the far future, a teacher that
knows more than any human
being, a friend that will amuse
you and console you -- and most
of all, a gateway, to a better and
happier and more useful life.
Isaac Asimov
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With a library you are free, not confined by temporary
political climates. It is the most democratic of institutions
because no one – but no one at all – can tell you what to
read and when and how.
Doris Lessing

PROPOSAL cont/
FoML: SWOT analysis Lambeth Archive
Strengths:
		
		
		
		

The archive is a national treasure with highly qualified staff. It is located on the original site as
founded by William Minet in 1889. The foundations of the archive were bought and donated by
William Minet. It is located in its original Victorian setting which makes it a good candidate for
funding by the Heritage Lottery Fund. The Friends of Minet Library and Archive is developing a
bid to HLF for the archive for a £5 million + renovation of the building

Weaknesses:
		
		

Usage of the archive is lower than other archives. Space for developing the collection has run
out. The building does not have the facilities needed to make a truely attractive resource centre
for a range of visitors

Opportunities
		
		
		
		

The archive is extremely fundable in its current location (HLF for capital redevelopment). This as
the potential to be a driver for the regeneration of the MInet Hub area (including Longfield Hall
and Libraries House as a range of facilities that engage the public in learning, access to heritage,
arts and recreation). A redeveloped archive has the potential tohelp drive the regeneration of
the very deprived wards of Vassall and Coldharbour.

The local area has changed radically over the past 120 years: from agricultural to industrial and residential; with
the destruction of Edwardian and Victorian housing and the building of large estates in the 1980s; with the
rebuilding now of Myatt’s Fields North estate. People have lived through almost continuous and often traumatic
and damaging change. There is a rich history to explore, which could bring people together, build social cohesion
and strengthen public engagement.

2015 – 2020

Capital development: renovate Minet Library and Archive alongside Longfield Hall and Library House working in
partnership with staff and local people and provide new spaces which provide the highest quality access to
knowledge, employment, arts, recreation.
Bring in Heritage Lottery Funding to renovate the archive includng doubling the size of archive space, expanded
storage, digitisation of collections, reading and exhibition rooms, dissabled access toilets with possibly a multi use
space for cinema, cafe etc. Radically improve access to the archive for local people with large scale digitisation of
collections, projects and collections of information for schools; partnership working with the park, Remakery and
Longfield Hall to improve engagement with heritage.

“People flock in, nevertheless, in search of answers to those questions only
librarians are considered to be able to answer, such as “Is this the laundry?”
“How do you spell surreptitious?” and, on a regular basis, “Do you have a book
I remember reading once? It had a red cover and it turned out they were twins.”
Terry Pratchett
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PROPOSAL cont/

Community engagement programme funded by HLF documenting the history of the area since
1960s (arrival of new communities, knocking down of Edwardian and Victorian housing to
create (and re-create) new estate.
Bring in developers to build onto the existing building- flats for rent and sale to get revenue for
cost neutral public space service, and internet providers to provide all the digital hardware
What next?
Friends of Minet Library timeline
June - August 2015:
			

Carry out community led design and draw up design brief (already funded in grant to
Minet Hub) agreed by lambeth 2013

August - Oct 2015:
			

Engage architect to draw up a feasibility study for the development of the library
(already funded by grant to MInet Hub) agreed by lambeth 2013

October 2015: 		

Engage developer for project

October 2015: 		
Letter of interest submitted to Heritage Lottery Fund for redevelopment of archive
			facilities and space
Start of 2016		

Engage computer company in drawing up plans for digital hub

August 2015: 		
			

Application made to Heritage Lottery Fund for community heritage project: Vassall
and Coldharbour a Heritage Neighbourhood

Whenever I want to laugh, I read a wonderful book,
‘Children’s Letters to God.’ You can open it anywhere.
One I read recently said, ‘Dear God, thank you for the
baby brother, but what I prayed for was a puppy.’
Maya Angelou
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BACKGROUND
Libraries and their community value
There is widespread acknowledgement of the positive benefits an active, community-focused library can have on
the wellbeing of the local populations they serve. Although Local Authorities are faced with tough spending decisions, there is much evidence to indicate that while closing local libraries may offer headline budget savings, in the
short term, they may have a long-term detrimental impact of the wellbeing of local communities.
In the ‘Independent Library Report for England’ 2014 DDCMS its states ‘that one of the two themes that emerged
from their extensive study was

‘…not enough decision makers at national or local level appear sufficiently aware of the
remarkable and vital value that a good library service can offer modern communities of
every size and character’.
This Independent Library Report for England’ was written to ‘investigate how the public library system could best
work, in the future’. It provides an invaluable resource and point of reference for all who are taking important decisions on public library provisions. Its findings are drawn from extensive evidence from local authority representatives, Librarians and Library Managers, written submissions and evidence from public bodies and institutions whose
remit included the library service. Included in the report are alternative ways of successfully running public libraries,
involving Local Authority and community partnerships.
The report contains case studies that demonstrate closing libraries can be avoided. Not only is the closure of a
valuable and valued resource avoided but the threat of closure can provide a timely opportunity to review the
service and to reinvigorate and expand services and facilities to better meet the needs of local people. The report
states

‘…there is still a clear need and demand within communities for modern, safe, non
judgemental, flexible spaces, where citizens of all ages can mine the knowledge of the
world for free, supported by the help and knowledge of the library workforce.
Libraries are recognised as being of importance to all, but are of particular significance to children, young people,
the elderly and those who face disadvantages in society.

‘…This is particularly true for the most vulnerable in society who need support and
guidance and to children and young people who benefit from engagement with libraries
outside of the formal classroom environment’
“Libraries store the energy that fuels the
imagination. They open up windows to the
world and inspire us to explore and achieve,
and contribute to improving our quality of
life. Libraries change lives for the better.”

A library is the delivery room for the
birth of ideas, a place where history
comes to life.
Norman Cousins

Sidney Sheldon
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Indeed the importance of a Library for Community wellbeing has been eloquently addressed in the report as it
comments on the breadth of uses for libraries

‘The library does more than simply loan books. It underpins every community. It is not
just a place for self-improvement, but the supplier of an infrastructure for life and
learning, from babies to old age, offering support, help, education, and encouraging a
love of reading. Whether you wish to apply for a job, or seek housing benefit, or
understand your pension rights or the health solutions available to you, or learn to read,
the library can assist’.
Taking the Minet Library from the people of Vassall and Coldharbour wards will
further disadvantage many who already face significent challenges and deprivation.
The Independent Library Report for England’ concludes by focusing on the role of Local Government in the provision of Libraries. It is unequivocal in its assessment of the value of a library

‘Libraries are among the most valued of civic spaces. They have a cross generational
appeal that other local authority services can only dream of and are a gateway to
information, ranging from public health to adult learning, jobs, volunteering, the police
and other cultural services’
The report urges Local Authorities to actively explore all options when making decision on the future of its Libraries. The three main action point in relation to local authority plans are

To develop a culture of vigorous mutual support among local authorities through the
sharing of good practice/resources and to seize the opportunities for even greater
collaboration
To consider all available options for the delivery of their library service.
To encourage more community involvement in libraries through a variety of models.
In the report ‘The library of the future’ 2013 Arts Council England notes that one the four priorities for Libraries
of the 21st century is to ‘place libraries as the hub of a community’. It goes on to say that ‘Libraries will continue
to be valued as trusted, safe, democratic places that offer valuable resources and expertise’

‘Any strategy for the future must reflect local need and ensure that services are being
fairly delivered. The library service is a ‘universal service’, which is expected to
encourage access. Listening to local communities and understanding their needs is
fundamental’. ‘A local needs assessment should be undertaken periodically by all library
authorities. Councils also have a legal obligation to have due regard to equalities in the
way that the service is being delivered (both currently and in the future) to ensure that
there is no adverse impact or barriers to usage for groups protected under the Equality
Act 2010’.
A university is just a group of buildings gathered
around a library.
Shelby Foote
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In recent public Lecture sponsored by the Reading Agency, author Neil Gaiman strongly advocated the virtues and
value of libraries

‘Libraries are the only communal space dedicated to reading, researching and expanding
knowledge. And it is the responsibility of all to ensure every community has this
facilities within easy reach, constant and continual access’.
The author also highlighted how essential libraries are for sections of the community

‘But libraries are also, for example, places that people, who may not have computers,
who may not have internet connections, can go online without paying and find out
about jobs, apply for jobs or apply for benefits is increasingly migrating exclusively online.
Librarians can help these people navigate that world’.
There is also evidence to show that local libraries remain popular with the public – the 2011/12 Taking Part survey,
published by DCMS, showed that about 40 per cent of the population use their local library, with demand holding
steady since 2008/9. Recent research by Ipsos MORI for the Carnegie Foundation showed that in England, 74 per
cent of respondents thought that public libraries services were essential or very important to the community and
47 per cent to them personally.

Conclusion
‘Libraries have a reach into communities that few other services possess. They support
information as well as language literacy and address the digital divide. We believe the effective
access to these services for local communities is of paramount importance, however or
whenever this access occurs.
Kate Hoey, addressing a Save the Minet meeting held on the 20th April

“Whatever the cost of our libraries, the
price is cheap compared to that of an
ignorant nation.”
Walter Cronkite

A library is not a luxury but
one of the necessities of life.
Henry Ward Beecher
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Minet Library and Archive; the local perspective
The quality and extent of local facilities, such as libraries parks, open spaces and community halls are important
for a sense of pride people have in their own community. They are also vital to those communities recognised as
disadvantaged, where life-choices and potential are restricted by economic or health factors.

Minet Library was completed and opened in 1890; thus making it 125 years old
this year. For anyone who has lived in the area it is a well-recognised and much
loved place of interest.
Despite how comparative library usage date is interpreted, both Minet Library and Archive are much loved, used
and felt to be highly valuable local assets The Library serves a diverse population. As with much of Lambeth,
Coldharbour and Vassall wards have affluence and poverty co-existing in relative close proximity. However the
social statistics for Coldharbour and Vassall wards are amongst the most divergent in the borough.
The latest deprivation data is the 2010 Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD). IMD 2010 places Lambeth as the 8th
most deprived borough in London and 14th most deprived in England, a relative worsening of position since 2008
when Lambeth was ranked 19th most deprived.

Around a third (35.5%) of children in Lambeth live in poverty.
Coldharbour and Vassall wards:
Have some of the highest indices of Multiple Deprivation in London. Both are the lowest ranked Lambeth wards
on the most recent GLA Well-being Survey. In Coldharbour ward Loughborough, Hertford, Angell Town and
Moorlands estates have been identified as amongst the poorest in the borough. Coldharbour ward has the highest proportion of social rented households as well as the lowest employment rate. There is a high rate of benefit
claimants, the highest proportion of dependent children in out-of work households and the highest proportion of
households with no adults in employment with dependent children. There is a high proportion of lone parents not
in employment, and of residents with no qualifications.
Vassall ward has the highest rates of incapacity benefits, and high rates of income support, ESA and JSA. There is a
high level of dependent children in out-of-work households.
Coldharbour ward has a large population compared to other wards (17,200). It has a young age profile with a high
proportion of children aged 0-15. It is the poorest ward in the borough. Many children in reception year are obese
and there are many ambulance call outs for alcohol related illness. It has the highest proportion of people from
ethnic minorities, and a high proportion of people not born in UK. 4.8% of Coldharbour residents speak an African

“Libraries really are wonderful. They’re better than
bookshops, even. I mean bookshops make a profit on
selling you books, but libraries just sit there lending
you books quietly out of the goodness of their hearts.”
Jo Walton
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language as their first language, and 4% speak Portuguese. Coldharbour has the highest proportion of Black
Caribbean residents, and the highest proportion of Black African residents. Less than a quarter of residents are
White British. The ward has the highest proportion of social rented households (60%, compared to 22% private
rented and 16% owner occupation). It has the lowest employment rate. There is a high rate of benefit claimants,
the highest proportion of dependent children in out-of-work households and the highest proportion of
households with no adults in employment with dependent children. There is a high proportion of lone parents
not in employment, and of residents with no qualifications.
The Vassall ward population is average for Lambeth (14,950), and the age profile is in line with the borough as a
whole. Over a half of residents are from ethnic minorities. There is a high proportion of Black Caribbean residents
and around a third of residents are white British. 3.5% of Vassall residents speak an African language as their first
language. Over half of households are social rented (53%) compared to 23% home owners and 22% private
rented. The Cowley estate is one of the poorest areas of the borough. Vassall has the highest rates of incapacity
benefits, and high rates of income support, in the borough. There is a high rate of dependent children in out of
work households.
Further examination of Coldhabour and Vassell wards reveals:

• Cowley estate:
		

70% on benefits of which 40.1% are on full benefits (whole households
with no one working) with an average of household income of £22,500

• Myatt’s field North: 59% on benefits - with average of household income of £24,000
• PACCA:
61.4% on benefits with half on full benefits average of household income
			of £23,500
23,000 children live in households in Lambeth receiving Housing or Council Tax Benefit.. Coldharbour Ward has
nearly 10% of all these children.
Finding from a recent Lambeth Borough Council CYPS study concluded with the following regards to local facilities
‘Local facilities seen as important particularly where overcrowding in housing terms an issue or what is identified as
chaotic home lives or for more drop in style facilities. Facilities in these cases tend to replace what would normally
happen in the home or give respite to young people to focus on themselves (such as Young Carers homework
clubs). Branded facility centres however do have a positive impact on young people’s mobility and seem to have
greater support among parents because they seen as safer and more productive by both parents and young
people. Young people are prepared to travel to them’.
The 2014 (Lambeth) Residents’ survey found that nearly one in ten residents do not have access the internet.
11% of resident stated they used the internet in the Library. Many respondents to the 2014 (Lambeth) Residents’
survey said access to the internet made them feel they are more likely to feel that they can influence decisions in
the local area. Withdrawing the cost effective internet provision could further disenfranchise an already
marginalised proportion of the local population and potentially widen the perceived and actual social gap that
exists for some.
In Vassall ward the Community identified the following
-Lack of clubs for children after school hours
-Not enough community centres and activities
-Need more support for children and young people out of school
-Need more affordable child friendly places where parents can meet
-Access to sport for children e.g. football and tennis
-Information on things to do and places to go that are family friendly
-Advice about nursery places
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Cutting libraries during a recession is
like cutting hospitals during a plague.
Eleanor Crumblehulme

THE CASE AGAINST
Southwark, is facing similar budget cuts but has vowed to protect libraries and has built two brand new libraries
and is about to open another library in Camberwell:
‘DESPITE SWEEPING FUNDING CUTS, WE’RE STILL GOING TO PROTECT FRONT LINE SERVICES. ‘
“All Friends groups & local history groups (and users of Brixton Rec), are completely opposed to whole plan.
Consultation again & again finds that Lambeth residents value local libraries, and do not want any closures, they
want the service to be run by the council and - while willing to help out - are not prepared to run libraries
themselves.”

It seems the projected £800,000 savings are calculated as the running costs of five libraries withlittle evident understanding of the implications,.
1. Cost of redundancies
No costing for this.
2. Volunteers envisaged at remaining town centre libraries: advertising, training materials and
above all extra staff will be needed to recruit, vet, train (& constantly re-train, as volunteers have
a high turn-over), organise complex rotas of multiple volunteers working very limited hours, etc.
No costing for this.
3. ‘strong operational links’ the Town Centre libraries are expected to contribute to support
‘community-led library services’? This must include stock, stock delivery, ICT, RFID, maintenance,
LMS, staff advice, volunteer training & management etc.
No costing for this.
4. Similarly for the ‘small unstaffed lending libraries’ which Angel town, Myatt’s fields North
Community centre and Marcus Lipton youth centre have been ear marked as replacements for
the Minet library, they cannot possibly work because it would be impossible to stock manage,
stock delivery, deal with ICT, RFID, maintenance, LMS, staff advice, no staff to run relevant activities, volunteer training & management etc.
No costing for this.
5. This is an extremely expensive way to run an extremely inferior service. It will need extensive
staff travel, extra van deliveries and special management.
No costing for this.
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As the aim of setting up ‘small unstaffed lending libraries’ is stated to be ‘making sure the best
service is available across Lambeth regardless of the provider’, will LBL require those running
them to:
1. be open for the hours currently provided by LBL libraries
2 provide and maintain the services currently available to their catchment area, such as:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)
(x)
(xi)
(xii)
(xiii)
(xiv)
(xv)
(xvii)
(xviii)
(xix)
(xx)
(xxi)
(xxii)
(xxiii)

Newspapers & magazines;
Supported use of ICT by job-seekers, benefits claimants etc;
Mother-and-toddler groups;
Homework support;
Required books for school-children and students;
Reading groups, including for children & for specialist needs (autism, dementia etc);
Study space;
Subscriptions to multiple online resources including Oxford reference collection, online newspapers,
business information, Ancestry, academic journals;
e-loans of books and magazines;
24/7 inquiry service;
Summer Reading Challenge to maintain literacy in school holidays;
Packs of books & materials to support pre-school children, children with problems in sight, hearing,
mobility or learning difficulty;
Up-to-date and properly-evaluated collections on health, mental health, childcare, nutrition, cookery,
exercise, citizenship, law and other practical needs;
Learning resources, including languages and IT skills;
English conversation classes; (xvi) clubs for job-seekers;
CDs and DVDs - music, film;
Technology to enable those with sight problems/dyslexia to read and use ICT;
ICT training, including Silver Surfers;
WiFi;
RFID;
Staff trained to advise on mental health, money, basic use of ICT, finding information online;
Distribution point for LBL information, planning information, government information, recycling bags,
energy meters etc.

If any of these services will not be covered, how is LBL to provide residents with alternative local access to these
necessities?
No costing for this.
If the assumption is that people must travel from all over the borough to the remaining LBL libraries, these will
need considerably expanded facilities, stock, IT and staffing.
No costing for this.
Vulnerable residents will need to have transport laid on, or subsidised.
No costing for this.

“The 2020 plans show a very poor understanding of what the library service does. It is inexcusable to find this in
full-time LBL officers and a portfolio holder who also works full-time for LBL. There seems to be total ignorance
of libraries’ essential role in information, education at all levels, business, health, wellbeing, support for vulnerable
people. Even within the limited culture brief, the plans are short-sighted and wasteful. The projected cuts would
effectively cripple the entire library service - which currently helps fulfil most of the objectives of the culture plan.
All this would come to a stop, Yet sizeable funds are being set aside for various activities - currently covered by
libraries at very low cost - with no clear idea of how else to use them. “
Laura Swaffield: Chair Friends of Lambeth Libraries
14
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THE CASE FOR RETAINING THE MINET
*Library Membership
*Library Visits 		
*Book issues
*Stock available for loan
There has in fact been a
7% increase in non-fiction
borrowing this year.

- up 22% in last 9 months (up to Dec 14)
- up 10.58% (up to Dec 14)
- 3% increase (unique in England)
- 36% increase (up to Dec 14)

Top issuing non-fiction titles for the last year
Of the 50 most popular titles 40 are not leisure
reading but are being borrowed to support people’s
work, study, home life and health.

NATIONAL RECOGNITION
National recognition for the work in supporting online access for visually impaired.
Lambeth was cited in the DCMS annual report on libraries, as one of only three examples of good practice, and
were asked by the DCMS and the Minister of State for Disabled People to submit a case study for the LGA “as a
positive example of innovation, helping to create vibrant digital communities around public libraries.”
This work has also recently been nominated for an Accessible Britain Challenge Award.
MINET LIBRARY and HEALTH
There is extensive literature on the health benefits of libraries, including Books on Prescription pilot projects, GPs
prescribing recommended books from the library and numerous research reports on the value of reading groups
for mental health.
All library staff are specifically trained in dementia awareness and helping customers with mental health problems.
Ground-breaking new resources enabling people with dyslexia or visual impairments to independently read print
and use the internet.
Books and online resources in all libraries on health, exercise, healthy cooking, childcare etc.
NHS Choice online.
Medically-approved NHS-funded special collections on mental health and dementia in all libraries.
Health checks at all libraries.
Special resource packs for children with disabilities - deafness, motor skills or sight problems, learning difficulties.
Visiting book service for old, disabled and housebound people.
Early years/outreach team working with vulnerable families.
Reading group for adults with autism.
Dementia café.
Psychology reading group.
Wellbeing reading groups.
PLUS: libraries’ role as a safe place to go, and a centre for clubs and events of all kinds, is a simple, low-cost way
to maintain independence in older people, support young families and counter mental ill-health and loneliness
(thought to be as unhealthy as smoking 15 cigarettes a day).
HERITAGE
The archives department, despite chronic under-funding, is one of the best in London. It provides not only a
first-class collection with many unique items, but the outstanding Landmark downloadable online collection, which
no other borough can match. It also provides highly popular walks, talks, exhibitions and a massive month-long
Lambeth Heritage Festival which costs LBL nothing.
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FACILITIES AT MINET LIBRARY AND ARCHIVE
AVAILABLE AT MINET LIBRARY
Staff trained in:
Reader development;
Book display and promotion;
Digital help with computers
Online stock management analysis;
Running teenage reading groups;
Safeguarding; supporting literacy development with pre-schoolers;
Helping customers with mental health problems;
Dementia awareness;
Reference information & online information;
Money Champion advice.

“What in the world
would we do without
our libraries?”
Katharine Hepburn

AVAILABLE AT MINET ARCHIVE
Free research facilities, Including internet access and microfilm readers
Advice and guidance from our staff
Services for schools and colleges
Fee-based research and copying service
Local history publications for sale
Access for people with disabilities
Lambeth Archives’ holdings and collections cover all aspects of local and family history. Extensive historical information about Lambeth is available, including archaeology, architecture, black
history, geology, geography, social history, biography and transport. The collections include
photographs, postcards, cuttings and more.
Lambeth Landmark;
Provides instant access to Lambeth Archives’ collections. It presents over 12,000 photographs and illustrations of
historic Lambeth, most of which can be purchased as photographic prints. Maps, postcards and books are also
available to buy. An introduction to the Lambeth Archives collections, including lists of the books, pamphlets, maps,
periodicals, newspapers and special collections available at the Archives.
The Access 2 Archives
(A2A) database catalogues local archives throughout England and Wales. It can be used to search the Lambeth
Archives, but does not currently cover everything they hold.
Catalogues
Lambeth Archives has an extensive selection of catalogues dating back to the 17th century,
covering schools, estates, churches, businesses, societies, charities and more.
Lambeth libraries catalogue
Lambeth libraries catalogue provides an alternative way of searching for historical information. You can use the
catalogue to search for books, CDs, videos and other materials.
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Weekly provision at Minet includes

pensioners’ groups;
Under 5s pre-literacy story and rhyme sessions (over 15,000 children and parents each year across Lambeth);
homework clubs;
Clubs for adults and children including jobseeking support,
CHILDREN
*Early years pre-literacy groups in all libraries.
*Bookstart packs delivered (proven pre-school literacy booster)(up to Dec 14)
Baby pack for 0-12-month-olds 4,577; Treasure bag for 3 year olds 4,217
*Children’s Summer Reading scheme (proven to maintain literacy during school holidays).
Most successful for many years, with well over 2,692 children taking part, a 26% increase on 2013. Sixteen young
people gained national accreditation as volunteers.
*Study space.
*Homework clubs.
*Coding clubs for children.
*Resource packs for children with disabilities
*Reading groups and clubs.
*Early years
ADULTS
*E-books, e-magazines and e-audio books, all free.
*Increased number of computers.
*Wifi.
* Dementia club
*Silver Surfer clubs for older people.
*Staff trained to support new users of IT, including benefits claimants, job-seekers, LBL housing clients.
BUSINESS & REFERENCE OFFER
*Business book collection to support SMEs and Start Ups.
*Extensive free online reference resources including: 24/7 inquiry service; full Oxford Reference collection;
Ancestry; practice for Driving Theory Test & Citizenship Tests; Cobra - essential resource for SMEs; Access to
Research - millions of articles from the major academic publishers; Universal Skills - basic computer skills and help
for people applying for benefits and using Universal Job Match.
Signing the FoLL postcard

“A library outranks any other one
thing a community can do to benefit
its people. It is a never failing spring
in the desert.”
Andrew Carnegie
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VISION
Programmes to centre on:
a) Building community cohesion and inclusion through the development of community space as
well as an online space and community. To include training for people with poor access to
information technology and outreach programmes which would encourage use of the library
and archive
b) Training for IT careers, such as coding, careers advice, industry contacts, mentoring in phase II
Aiming to combat high unemployment and targeted to able young people. Work with
schools and local colleges to provide training needed for teachers, tasters for local children,
access to digital world.
c) Access to heritage: an exciting range of programmes designed to engage people with their
heritage and to community engagement, building on the good work already provided where
the archives team works with local groups on annual festivals.
d) Create studios for the studious, encourage the arts- have artist in residence who can access
the archive and work with schools and residents., YBA’s all started in Myatt’s fields
e) Have open plan areas where films can be shown- have a dedicated film library- the first in
britain where you could borrow any film: foreign; indie; international, invite guest curators to
run film seasons, strengthen links with Camberwell free film and arts week, make contacts
with BFI and link in with Longfield Hall.
Increasing employment by creating innovative programmes bringing people into contact with:
- People at the forefront of the digital industry, innovators
- People who could engage communities to the library, its services and archive
- Leadership: bringing in people from digital industries as volunteer trustees
If we can put a man on
the moon and sequence
the human genome, we
should be able to devise
something close to a
universal digital public
library.

Someone asked me, if I were stranded
on a desert island what book would I
bring... ‘How to Build a Boat.’
Steven Wright

Peter Singer
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FUNDING
Capital:
We intend to find capital to re think, and double the space for the archive. We are also looking
at re-modelling the ground floor and expanding the square footage to maybe include a
conservatory and multi use spaces, enhancing the archive reading room and create a digital
centre, with computers and kindles as well as retain the book lending part of the library and
improving the childrens section. We also envisage quiet areas; studio areas for discussion groups
or arts based work, a range of different areas: a film library with digital projector, training rooms
for educational sessions and skills development and maybe a cafe.
We will be talking to hertitage lottery to fund this part of the build
Revenue:
We intend to bring in a developer to build an additional one or two floors above the library for
rent /and sale, and to convert library house into two flats. We believe that this will allow us to
develope public spaces on a cost neutral basis
We are in early talks with developers about a feasability study on how this would work

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful
committed citizens can change the world; indeed,
its the only thing that ever has”
Margaret Mead
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SUMMARY
How do we ensure that the diversity and variety as well as the prosperity of Lambeth is spread evenly
to all its residents? By keeping as many of our local assets as possible, by finding ways to support and
improve them, using them to reflect and build thriving communities throughout the borough; by
promoting sharing of ideas, knowledge, thinking, culture and history as well as the future. Not by selling
our local, prized and much loved assets. We think we have a solution and can help.

Page 26 of your own consultation document outlines a very generous £6.6m by 2018 to invest
in a ‘creative network to share ideas, resources and inspiration’... for commercial and community
facilities.
Libraries and especially local libraries are the obvious source of the information skills required,
coupled with ICT access and a physical ‘front desk’ to make the information accessible to all,
make them the perfect place to invest in. We need and want to invest in them, not see
Lambeth divest from them.
We know that cuts have to be made but to cut another £800.000 from the library budget
when the budget has already seen drastic cuts totalling £870,000 in the last two years is not
the way to go. Savings can be made else where by looking at options to increase efficiency for
example. We believe that £763,000 was spent on temporary office refurbishment, £328,000
spent on an over-run contract because of delays by LBL. There must and should be a focus on
increasing efficiencies in areas like these before cutting access to valuable learning and support
facilities for Lambeth residents.
We have a plan to work with local people and other partners to enhance Minet Library and
the Archive, renewing their role at the heart of the community – we just need to time to bring
it to fruition. Please let us try.

FOR INFORMATION:

PETITIONS: 		
Online 		
				Hard copy

266 signatures
975 signatures

QUESTIONNAIRES:
Online 		
				Hard copy

67 completed
60 completed

And handing in 		
with business case		

89 ‘Libraries in Danger’ postcards
137 handmade postcards from Christchurch school

Friends of Minet Library and Archive April 23rd 2015
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“Libraries should be open
to all - except the censor.
John F. Kennedy

“A library is a place where you
can lose your innocence without
losing your virginity.”

Libraries allow children to
ask questions about the world
and find the answers. And the
wonderful thing is that once
a child learns to use a library,
the doors to learning are
always open.
Laura Bush

If you want to get
laid, go to college. If
you want an education, go to the library.
Frank Zappa

Germaine Greer

“Public libraries have
been a mainstay of my
life. They represent an
individual’s right to acquire knowledge; they
are the sinews that bind
civilized societies the
world over. Without
libraries, I would be a
pauper, intellectually
and spiritually.”
James A. Michener

Google can bring you back 100,000 answers, a
librarian can bring you back the right one.
Neil Gaiman

A library is the delivery
room for the birth of
ideas, a place where
history comes to life.
Norman Cousins

Everything you need for better
future and success has already
been written. And guess what?
All you have to do is go to the
library.
Henri Frederic Amiel
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5. QUESTIONNAIRES

MINET LIBRARY & ARCHIVE QUESTIONNAIRE

Lambeth Council are currently consulting residents on proposals it has put forward for the future delivery of cultural
services in the Borough. These proposals include selling Minet Library, moving the Archive to another location and
providing funding for a Voluntary led library service at community venues across the neighbourhood.
Friends of Minet Library are local people working to find a way to keep a sustainable library service in our local area.
We would like to find out what you think about this, and invite you to help us shape this plan.
1. Which of the following best describes your /your family use of the Minet Library/Archive?
Use it a lot
Use it occasionally
Use it infrequently
Hardly ever use it

Do not use it at all

2. If you do not use it at all which of the following best describes the reasons why?
Have no need for the Library.
Unsure of where it is
Opening hours are not convenient for me
Unsure of opening hours.
It looks unappealing.
Unsure of range of books, reading materials and facilities it provides.
It is difficult for me to get to it
Does not offer enough facilities services
Other, please specify

3. Which if any of the following have you ever used the Minet Library/Archive for?
Borrow Books
Use reference materials
Use Computers
As a quiet space
Attend an event/activity (e.g. Reading club)
Collect local resources
Find out information
Read newspapers periodicals
Other please specify

Access the Archives
Access internet
Place to study or read
Photocopying
Have never used the Minet Library

4. Which if any of the following would encourage you to use the Minet Library/Archive more
Ability to borrow E-Books Areas providing materials specific to my interests/culture
Dedicated study area
Café area 		
Learning Zone (supporting computer skills, language, ESOL, numeracy etc.)
Advice sessions (e.g. health, employment, environment, welfare and social care)
Place for holding meetings
An exhibitions space for Art
Events (e.g. performance’s and cinema)
Other, please specify

5. To what extent do you think you would use the library service if the Minet Library closed and the library service was offered in
the following locations
Library						
More Likely
Angell Town Community Centre			
Marcus Lipton Youth Club			
Myatt’s Fields North Community Centre			

Less Likely

6. Overall, how important or not do you think it is to have keep the Minet Library in its current location
Extremely important
Very Important
Quite important
Not very important
7. Please state why you have given the answer above

No Difference

Not at all important
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5. QUESTIONNAIRES
8. In principle do you think the proposal to close the Minet Library is,
A good idea
A bad idea
Have no opinion either way
9. Please state why you have given the answer above

10. Which of the following best describes your views on the running of Libraries?
They should be run and managed by professionally trained staff only
They should be run and managed by professionally trained staff with some volunteer support
They should be run and managed by an equal proportion of professionally trained staff and volunteers
They should be run and managed by mainly by volunteers with some support from professionally trained staff
They should be run and managed by volunteers only
11. Would you be interested in volunteering to help run a local library?
Yes
No
Don’t Know
12. Please state why you have given the answer above

DEMOGRAPHICS: We want to make sure we get a good cross section from the community to take part in the survey. To help us assess
the extent we have achieved this we would be grateful if you answer the following questions:
GENDER:

Male

Female

AGE:

Under 18

19 -25

26 – 35

36 – 45

CHILDREN UNDER 16 IN HOUSEHOLD:
Yes
No
If Yes, do they use the Library?
ETHNICITY:
British White British/other white
Black or black British (African, Caribbean, other black)

46 - 55

56 – 65

Yes

No

65+

Asian or Asian British (Indian, Pakistani, Bangladeshi, other Asian)
Chinese or other ethnic group
Mixed Ethnicity

REGISTERED DISABLED
Yes
No
If you would like to find out more about how you can help the Minet Library (e.g. become a Trustee, support fundraising, volunteering)
please leave your details below
Name
Address
Email
You can keep updated on plans for the Minet Library by logging on to the Minet Hub website www.minet.org.uk Where you can sign the
e-petition and become a members of the Friends of Minet Library and Minet Hub.
Thank you for taking the time to answer our questions, your contribution is greatly appreciated.
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5. QUESTIONNAIRES

Introduction

This survey was undertaken between 1st March and 23 April 2015. It was conducted in order to
ascertain the views and opinions of local people in Vassall and Coldharbour wards on the proposal
to close Minet Library and relocate the Archives.
This quantitative survey was conducted using a self-completion questionnaire. Hard copies of the
questionnaire were made available for people to complete. An online version was also available
via the websites of MCA, Remakery and Minet Hub.
•
•

67 questionnaires completed online
60 hard copies completed

Due to limited resources available for this survey it was not possible to undertaken any sampling
of respondents.
Nevertheless we believe the overall finding provide a clear and honest overview of the views and
perception as well as strength of opinion on the proposal to close the Minet Library and relocate
the Archives.
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Summary
The findings of this survey provide clear evidence of the views and opinions of the Vassal and Coldharbour local
communities to the proposal to close the Minet Library and relocate the Archives.
Usage and awareness of the Minet Library amongst respondents was encouraging with 49% of respondents
saying they used it ‘a lot’ A further 34% of respondents were using the Minet Library ‘occasionally. Just over 10%
of respondents were using the Minet Library very little if at all.
Unsurprisingly ‘Borrowing Books (76%)’ is the most common reason given for using the Library. However, a wide
range of other reasons were given by respondents who are clearly using the Library for a variety of different
reasons including, attending events/activities, as a quiet place, a place to study, use reference material, access the
archives, use computers and access the internet. The findings to this question clearly indicate the Minet Library
has an extensive and varied use. The use shows the ability of the Library to offer local people and users a wide
ranging service.
The extent of the different uses for the Library provides further solid evidence of its use and potential.
There are a number of factors that could be undertaken to encourage more use of the Minet Library. Most commonly mentioned was the introduction of a Café Area (46%). In addition introducing E-Book borrowing, having
an exhibition/arts space and having more events and activities at the Library were all felt as factors that would get
people to use The Library more.
These findings indicate there is wide and significant potential to provide additional features and facilities at the
Minet Library that would see an increase in its use.
Providing a Library service from other local sites was not well received by respondents. For all the options given,
over three quarters of respondents said they would be less likely to use the Library in these locations compared
with Minet Library.
As an alternative to the Minet Library the options listed appear fall a long way short of meeting the needs of the
local community.
The findings were unequivocal. Over 98% of the respondents said it was important to keep the Minet Library in
its current location. Of that number 76% said it was ‘extremely important’ and 18% said it was ‘very important’ to
keep the Minet Library where it is.
Respondents are clear of the perceived need and importance of the keeping the Minet Library in its current
location.
Minet Library is seen and a value and important resource that has benefits for the local community and will
become increasing important as the local wards evolve and expand. Its loss would be a significant factor for many
respondents
•
‘It is an important resource for the local community, which is currently increasing, and offers a safe and
welcoming environment for a range of interests’
•

‘This is high density residential area with many families and local people who can easily feel isolated. I
know, having been there myself, so having places that are unthreatening where its ok to just go and be
around other people is vital. Libraries also provide space for learning and access to resources that many
people living here cannot hope to have at home’

Ninety four percent 94% of respondents felt the proposal to close the Minet Library was a ‘bad idea’
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Summary
This finding illustrates the strength of feeling of and the nature of the opposition from local people to the prospect
of losing the Minet Library a loved and valuable resource.
•

‘The library meets the needs of its community in a unique way. Having a library so close to the estates
where people don’t have access to the internet etc. is also important’

•

‘Don’t think its vital role in the community is recognized. It is well used and I also believe libraries are vital
to children growing up locally. Risk is that it will all go down hill’

The findings show a strong belief that professionally trained staff should run and manage the running the Minet
Library. The use of volunteers to support the running of the Minet Library has not been discounted. However, any
volunteer involvement was perceived should be in a supportive role only.
This survey has highlighted the extent and nature of the opposition to the proposal to close the Minet Library
and relocated the Archives. Local people have responded to the survey and unequivocally stated why they feel
the proposal is not one that benefits them and their community. Indeed, many believe the proposal will further
disadvantage an already marginalised local population. Furthermore, respondents stated the Minet Library and
Archive have the potential to increase their value to the local community and fulfil wider social, educational and
cultural needs.
This survey should be seen as a first step in direct consultation with the residents of Coldharbour and Vassall
wards on future of the Minet Library and Archive. Further local needs research will be important to fully assess
and evaluate opinions in the community before a final decision on the Minet Library and Archive is made. There is
significant desire amongst local people to keep the Minet Library and Archive in their current location. It is hoped
Lambeth Council will continue in engage in dialogue with local people and their representatives in order the right
solution to this issues is agreed.
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Main Findings
A. Use of the Library
Respondents were given a list of options and asked which best described their/their families use of the Minet
Library/Archive. The findings reveal that the majority of the respondents were using the Minet Library to some
extent. Just under 50% were using the Library ‘a lot’ and a further 34% said they were using the Library
‘occasionally’

Comparatively, just over 10% of the respondents were not using the Minet Library; 4.7% said they ‘hardly ever
used it’ and 5.5% said they ‘do not use it at all’.
Although it is not being claimed this is a representative sample of local people, these results do provide evidence
to support the extent of use of the Minet Library.
B. Reasons for non-use of the Minet Library
Respondents who said they did not use the Minet Library at all were asked why they do not use it. The actual
non-users of the sample were numerically low, just 7 respondents. No need for the Library was given by 3 people
as there reason, they had not used it. However other reasons for non-use of the Library centred on lack of
information; three respondents said they had used it because; they were ‘unsure of range of books, reading
materials and facilities it provides’ a further, said they were unsure of the Libraries opening hours. Other reasons
given for non-use of the Library included the need for the Library to become more modern and the need for it
to offer more facilities.
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C. Reasons for using the Minet Library
All respondents who used the Minet Library were asked to give the reasons used it

There were a wide range of reasons given by respondents why they use the Library. Not surprisingly the most
common reason given was to ‘borrow books’. 76% gave this as a reason for using the Library. However, all
respondents gave more than one reason they routinely use the Library.
Other common reasons why respondents use the library included ‘attending an event or activity’ 48%, to use
the reference materials 45% ‘as a quiet space’ 42% ‘as a place to study and read’ 35%.
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A third of the respondents 33% said they had used the Library to make use of the Archives, 33% also said they
used the Library to ‘find out information’ on a subject they had an interest in. Also worthy of note is the fact
that 31% of the respondents use the Library as a place to collect recycling information and resources.
Lastly over a 5th of the respondents said they used the Library to access the Computers 27% and to access the
internet 22%. These figures are consistent (although higher) with other studies on the importance of Libraries to
disadvantaged people (low-income families) who want or need to make use of computers and access the
internet. To withdraw this provision could potentially increase their levels of disadvantage.
Other comments on reasons for using the Minet Library included.
•
‘Children use it all the time’
•
‘Take grandchildren’
•
‘Story time with grandchildren’
•
‘Provide safe area for child to explore and interact with range of books’
•
‘Archives talk and writing workshop’
•
‘Attend Baby Group’
The findings to this question clearly indicate the Minet Library has an extensive and varied use. The use shows
the ability of the Library to offer local people and users a wide ranging service. The extent of the different uses
for the Library provides further solid evidence of its use and potential.
D. What would encourage using the Minet Library/Archive more
All respondents were asked to state what might encourage them to use the Library more than they were
currently using it.
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As with the question on usage, there was a wide range of responses given and the majority of people gave more
than one answer. The most common factor given that would encourage respondents to use the Library more was
if there was a Café Area (46%).
This suggests that increasing the sociability of the Library’s environment is a feature that would result in increased
usage. The ability to borrow E-books was given as a factor that might prompt further use, 42% of the respondents
said they would use the Minet Library more if it held events and activities of general and specific interest. 41% also
said if the Library offered Art exhibitions that would encourage them to use it more.
Other factors given that would increase use of the Library were
•
•
•
•

Areas providing materials specific to my interests/culture
Dedicated study area 					
Advice sessions 						
Place for holding meeting 					

21%
29%
22%
27%

The findings to this question indicate there is wide and significant potential to provide additional features and
facilities at the Minet Library that would see an increase in its use
E. Use of alternatives to Minet Library
All respondent were asked the extent to which they would use the Library service is located to three listed local
places Angel Town Community Centre, Marcus Lipton Youth Centre and Myatts North Community Centre.
					More Likely

Less Likely

No Difference

Angel Town Community Centre

1%		81%		18%

Marcus Lipton Youth Centre

1%		79%		20%

Myatts North Community Centre. 6%		

74%		

20%

For Angel Town Community Centre, 81% of respondents said they would be ‘less likely’ to use this for their Library
service than the Minet Library. Eighteen percent (18%) said it would make ‘no difference’ on their use of the Library
service and just 1% said they would be more likely to use the Library service ‘more likely’ if it were based here.
For Marcus Lipton Youth Club 80% of respondents said they would be ‘Less likely’ to use this than the Minet Library.
Twenty percent (20%) said it would make no difference on their use of the Library service and again 1% said they
would be more likely use the Library service ‘More likely’ if it were based here.
For Myatt North Community Centre 74% of respondents said they would be ‘Less likely’ to use this that the Minet
Library. Twenty percent (20%) said it would make no difference and 1% on their use of the Library service and 6%
said they would use the Library service more if it were based here.
Overall the results were not positive for any of the locations listed as alternative spaces for a library service to
replace the Minet Library. A significant majority of respondents (79%) believe they would be less likely to use the
Library if it was moved from the Minet Library and a service offered elsewhere.
As an alternative to the Minet Library the options listed appear fall a long way short of meeting the needs of the
local community.
NOTE:
When we got in contact with these three organisations, they had not been asked or consulted, they knew nothing of the plans to put
‘pop-up’ unmanned libraries in their community halls.
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F. Importance of keeping the Minet Library in its current location
All respondents were asked how important they felt it was to keep the Minet Hub in its current location.

The findings were unequivocal. Over 98% of the respondents said it was to some extent important to keep the
Minet Library in its current location. Of that number 76% said it was ‘extremely important’ and 18% said it was
‘very important’ to keep the Minet Library where it is. A further 3% said it was ‘quite important’. Less than 2% of
respondents said it was to some extent unimportant to keep the Minet Library where it was.
G.

Reasons for keeping Minet Library in current location

Respondents were asked to give reasons why they felt it was important or not for the Minet Library to stay on its
current location. Not surprisingly there was a wide range of responses given to the answers given.
A common reason given was that belief that the Minet Library was an important and valuable community resource
that should not be withdrawn.
•

‘It is an important resource for the local community, which is currently increasing, and offers a safe and
welcoming environment for a range of interests’

•

‘This is high density residential area with many families and local people who can easily feel isolated. I
know, having been there myself, so having places that are unthreatening where its ok to just go and be
around other people is vital. Libraries also provide space for learning and access to resources that many
people living here cannot hope to have at home’

•

‘Without a library the many local residents would lose a central part of their community’
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Others commented on the fact it had been used for many years and was well established in the community and
losing it would be a great loss.
•
•
•

‘It is a purpose built library with history. Its position in a very residential area provides a public space with
people coming and going and that provides security’
‘There is a large community in the area. It has been here for years since I was a child. And I’m 37. My
daughter who is 2 now goes there.
‘We have been using the library for more than 10 years. Our children have been borrowing books as well
on a regular basis. They have turned into dedicated readers and book lovers due to the Minet Library. It is
together with the Park and Longfield Hall, the heart of the community and a trip to the Park or library a
treat for the family’

The inconvenience to sections of the community was also mentioned as a reason the Minet Library should stay. Its
location was cited as an important factor
•
•
•
•
•
•

‘There is no other nearby access to books and online information or ‘neutral’ shared public space’
‘Local library is important especially for kids, but also to adults, students, e-books are very helpful’
‘It’s at the heart of the community. I feel safe going there which I would not in several of the other
locations suggested above’
‘For children it is really important to have access to somewhere close and proximate to home’.
‘If it moves it will be down scaled so the services on offer will not be as good’
‘A local hub situated near the other local hub, Myatts Field Park within walking distance. Point of social
fabric of the area’.

Overall the reasons given reflect the perceptions of respondents that the Minet Library is a valuable local resource
that has strong community presence.
H. Opinions on closing the Minet Library
All respondents were asked in principle what they thought of the proposal to close the Minet Library.

Another unequivocal response from the respondents found that 94% felt the proposal to close the Minet Library
was a ‘bad idea’. Five percent of the respondents had no view either way. Only one person from the total
sample felt it was a good idea to close the Minet Library. When asked to state why they had given this answer the
respondent stated it was in need of updating.
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It is reasonable to conclude from this finding that opposition to the proposal to close the Library is significant. Respondents were asked to state why they had given the answers above regarding their opinion on closing the Minet
Library.
Overall the responses given to this question clearly illustrate the strength of feeling of local people to the prospect
of losing a loved and valuable resource
•

‘Without this library we as a family, and no doubt many other families like us, would not be able to
provide all the books our children read’

•

‘We need a library next to a lovely green space like the park so the two activities can sometimes be
combined. Who wants to head into a busy shopping area to visit the library?! Once the building has been
sold off it will be too late, a library will never reappear in its place’

•

‘It’s a place for people to use. It is in the middle of a highly populated area with families who can’t afford
to buy books. So a place for children and adults to feed their love of reading’

•

‘Services offered for children in this library are great. Not too much to do indoors around Myatts Fields
so its closure would be a great loss to many’

•

‘The library meets the needs of its community in a unique way. Having a library so close to the estates
where people don’t have access to the internet etc. is also important’

•

‘Don’t think its vital role in the community is recognized. It is well used and I also believe libraries are vital
to children growing up locally. Risk is that it will all go down hill’

•

‘Closing a library with years of history to be sold to developers is an extremely bad idea. Where is the
history of this great community? Lambeth must rethink. It is such an education to our children and I have
used the library for more than 15 years myself ’

•

‘The children from aged 3 have had their library cards her, what do you tell them as parent. It is a very
bad idea for the library to close because of the convenience, especially for parent’

•

‘Closing down a Library which grants access to school children, seniors in an area which will see 800 or
so new flats in Oval quarter will damage the already nascent community’

•

‘This would have a disastrous impact on the community. We have already lost so many spaces for people
to come together and be community together. A library brings all generations together, brings different
cultures together, in a space that is safe and for the benefit for all. To close Minet library would mean the
end of my use of a library in Lambeth’

•

‘The population in this area is increasing as a result of developments like Oval Quarter. More (not fewer)
facilities of this kind will be required in the near future and now is not the time for such irreversible
decisions’

•

‘The people most likely to use the Library are those who don’t have internet at home or can’t afford
to buy books or papers. The Library is one of the few factors helping to narrow the inequality gap, in a
situation where so many dynamics are making it wider and wider. If the Minet closes, Brixton Library will
become even more overcrowded than it is, or people will stop going to the library because it will be a
bus ride (and fare) away’

•

‘The loss of these services would be terrible for local community. There is no point having new housing
within an area, if you do not have the local and community services to support them’

•

‘This area requires public services it has very little. The library offers a safe free space to all including the
massive amount of new home all and families moving into the area’
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I. How a revised Minet Library should be run
All respondents were given a range of option on how they felt a revised Minet Library service should be run.
How Minet Library should be run									
They should be run and managed by professionally trained staff only					
They should be run and managed by professionally trained staff with some volunteer support		
They should be run and managed by an equal proportion of professionally trained staff and volunteers
They should be run and managed by mainly by volunteers with some support from professionally trained staff
They should be run and managed by volunteers only							

%
22%
53%
22%
4%
0%

The findings show a strong belief that professionally trained staff should be centrally involved in the running of
the Minet Library. Three quarters of the respondents believe the Minet Library should be run primarily with
professional staff. Twenty two percent (22%) believe the Library should be run by professional staff only. Further
over half the respondents (53%) believe Minet Library should be run by professional staff with some volunteer
support. Although 22% felt the Library should be run with an equal proportion of professional staff and
volunteers; those who feel volunteers should take a leading role in the running of the Minet Library are very few.
The low percentage for volunteer involvement clearly places a question mark over the feasibility of this option.
The findings are also clear on the difficulty the ‘volunteer only’ option for the Minet Library would have with local
people.
All respondents were asked if they would be prepared to be volunteers to help run the Minet Library.

Interestingly the most common answer given to this question was ‘No’. 37% said they would not volunteer to help
run the Minet Library. However 33% said ‘Yes’ they would volunteer to run the Minet Library. 28% of respondents
said they ‘Don’t know’ if they would volunteer.
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All were further asked why they had given the answer they had. Those who said would not volunteer responded
by saying that they believed the Library required properly trained staff to maintain the quality of service. Also
quoted was the fact that many already had existing commitments and could not spare the time.
•

‘Libraries, cataloguing systems and book care are complicated. They need a leadership of professionals.
Some volunteer support would be great’

•

‘I don’t think you can expect community services to flourish without some community support, however
that’s given. I am away occasionally but would be happy to help when around’

•

While I do not agree with the idea of a public library being run by volunteers, I am actually a trained
librarian who might not need as much guidance as someone who isn’t trained. If a library is run by
volunteers, who trains and managed them? Who organises the budget?’

•

‘A degree of professional trained staff ensure the library’s resources remain current and relevant’

•

‘Because professional trained staff are taught to understand the community the library serves. Many
libraries are vocationally motivated. Paying people for their skills and contributions gives the service they
offer value’

•

‘Because I lead a busy life as a carer (old Mum and granddaughter), am a Trustee of a local charity, am
involved in two grassroots organisations and a self-employed artist. My life is full’

•

‘I would need to be sure that a certain number of professional librarians (i.e., those with a degree in
library science or a post-graduate qualification in library science) had been offered posts first; otherwise I
might find myself getting hooked like a fish into a situation I strongly disapprove of - along the lines of the
present one’

•

‘Realistically as a single mum I have too many time constraints to commit to volunteering’

Those who said they would volunteer gave a range of different answers
•

‘Would depend on getting enough support from trained staff ’

•

‘I work as a Teaching Assistant within a Primary School. Children should be encouraged to use libraries/
books not always the internet. they should be taught that some information on the net is not factual’

•

‘This improves the community spirit, promotes unity and helps look after one another. However the
touches of professionals are essential in balancing the equation’

•

‘Depends what roles are available, and what other commitments I have. I don’t think volunteers should be
essential to the running of the library, but I would be interested in helping to run “optional extras” like
book clubs or events’

•

‘I would like to be supported by professionals in this environment’

Overall it is fair to conclude most respondents want Minet Library to be professionally staffed and run.
Maintaining the quality of service is the rationale for this. The possibility of volunteer involvement has not
been discounted. However, the responses given indicate volunteers would have a supporting role only, subject
to full training.
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J. Demographics

Overall there was a reasonably good range in the age range of respondents, typical to what one would expect
in a survey of this nature.

Around two thirds of the respondents were female and a third male.
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J. Demographics

The ethnic breakdown is not representative of the local population. However, it is in line with percentage
breakdowns with other larger local surveys.

Fifty six percent (56%) of the respondents were living in household with Children under 16. Of this number
76% their children commonly used the Minet Library.
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6. PETITIONS

Friends of Minet Library

Lambeth has started a public consultation on the provision of it’s cultural services, that means parks, open spaces and
libraries, and one of its proposals is to close the Minet library and move the Archive. We want to stop this happening
									
PLEASE SIGN OUR PETITION
NAME

SIGNATURE
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7. DEPRIVATION MAPS
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7. DEPRIVATION MAPS
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8. FRIENDS OF MINET LIBRARY CONSTITUTION

Friends of Minet Library and Archive
Constitution for approval at the AGM to be held on 22nd January 2015
1. Name
The name of the organisation, hereafter referred to as the Association, shall be Friends of the Minet Library.
2. Objects
The Association’s objects (‘the Objects’) are to advance the education of the public through the promotion, support, assistance
and improvement of the Minet Library in the Vassall ward in Lambeth. The income and property of the Association shall be
applied solely towards the promotion of the Objects.
3. Membership
Membership shall be open to everyone from the age of 16 – regardless of race, colour, ethnic or national origin, creed,
gender, sexual orientation or disability – who is interested in furthering the above purposes of the Association. Those whose
subscription is not in arrears and who have been a member for at least six weeks shall be entitled to vote at any meeting of
the Association. At the discretion of the Executive Committee local organisations and businesses may also become members.
Each such organisation shall be entitled to one representative vote.
4. Subscription
The subscription per person or organisation shall be £5 per year or part year, or such other reasonable sum as the Executive
Committee shall determine from time to time, payable from May 2015
5. Meetings
An Annual General Meeting (AGM) shall normally be held in ?, but in any event within 15 months of the previous AGM. At least
21 days notice shall be given of the AGM or of any Special General Meeting (SGM). An SGM may be called by the Executive
Committee or requisitioned in writing by at least 10% of the membership. At least 10% of members personally present shall
be required for an AGM quorum and at least 20% for an SGM quorum. For the purposes of calculating 10% and 20%, the
Secretary’s statement of the numbers of paid-up members shall be included on the AGM agenda and shall continue to be
the deemed membership until the next AGM agenda is published. Until the AGM the calculation at any time shall be made
on the basis of the actual membership recorded at that time. The AGM shall receive a report on the year from the Executive
Committee and independently approved accounts. Except where a two-thirds majority is required at an AGM or SGM, voting
decisions at all members’ and Executive Committee meetings shall be by simple majority. The Chair shall have no casting
vote; in the event of a tie, the status quo ante shall apply.
6. Executive Committee and Officers
The Executive Committee shall comprise the Chair, Vice-Chair, Honorary Secretary and Honorary Treasurer of the Association
and not less than four and no more than six other members. The Chair and Committee shall be elected by members of
the Association at the AGM or at an SGM: the other honorary officers shall be elected by the Committee. A maximum of
three additional members may be co-opted on to the Committee by the Committee. Co-opted members shall be full voting
members of the Committee. A quorum shall be five members including two of the four honorary officers named above.
The Executive Committee shall be responsible for the management and administration of the Association to further the
Objects and in doing so shall adhere to the Policies set out in the schedule attached hereto. The Executive Committee
shall meet at least four times a year at intervals of not more than four months. The Executive Committee shall appoint
sub-committees and additional honorary officers from its membership at its discretion. Nominations, with proposer and
seconder, for Chair and Executive Committee shall be invited from the Association’s members at least three weeks before
the election.
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9. SNAPSHOT OF THE ‘ART ‘ HISTORY OF MYATT’S FIELDS
goldsmiths college
Richard Noble, the Head of the Department of Art, talks to Michael Craig-Martin, Emeritius Professor of Art.
this is only a small section of a much longer article- but shows the relevance of having space to develope

MCM: Jon had dissolved the departments and already merged them before I arrived but there was still the residual
character of these groups. The studios at Surrey Docks were all painting; the ones in the workshops were all
sculpture students. My students, who were in the backfield in the huts, were undefined. Although the groups
officially they had ceased to exist, there was the residual character and students chose which one of these groups
they wanted to be in. Then a little miracle happened, the school got Myatt Field which had been an old teacher
training college and suddenly the school was lifted and decamped into this amazing place. It was large enough
for us but not terribly big, the textiles department was there too. There was a library, canteen, offices, studios and
workshops and that was it. Suddenly for this department that had been very complex and spread around, suddenly
we were all brought together and it became a hothouse dynamo. I was asked if I could have an academic overview
of the place in those early years. After two years, there were no painting and sculpture divisions – everyone was
mixed up, it became physically inevitable because of the building.
RN: Did you have the sense that already there was a certain momentum. Once it was all located in one place the
different groups began to become interested in each other and feed off each other?
MCM: In the early 80s at Myatt Field there were some young people, like Julian Opie and Lisa Milroy, who for the
first time were having success in the outside world. It became possible for the kids at Goldsmiths to see that you
could go to Goldsmiths and have a life, a visible life, as an artist. Of course all the people that went to Goldsmiths
always went on working but the people in the 70s really struggled when they went out. And then the pinnacle of
that came in the mid to late 80s which is really when the YBA thing happened and that happened in this hothouse
of Myatt Field.
RN: It sounds to me as though the whole process of building this up took roughly 10 years?
MCM: It’s like everything else in life that seems like it happened overnight - it took 10 years before you knew
about it. Nobody expected the amazing thing that happened. I did have moments when I thought “Is this the next
generation of artists that were going to dominate?” I did think that.
RN: The YBAs were all at Goldsmiths in an extraordinarily short space of time, I can’t think of any other art school
that has had so many students become so successful from a relatively small programme for a very short period of
time. Did you have a sense when they showed up that there was some extraordinary about them?
MCM: My experience of teaching is that I have never been to any art school, no matter how crummy I thought the
school was, where I didn’t meet interesting students. Art schools attract interesting people. But I became aware
that I was seeing an exceptional number of very, very interesting people. I tried to mix the people and get them to
be familiar with each other. The thing about Myatt field that was really fun was that I could get there and in 15
minutes I could go through the school and see everything that anybody had done since I was there. If I saw
anything interesting by anybody I didn’t know, I would introduce myself and tell all my tutees to go and look at this
stuff. I’d invite that person to a seminar so that anything at all that was interesting, everybody’s on to it. It generated
a kind of dialogue amongst the students, getting used to talking about each other’s work, looking at each other’s
work in depth, being jealous of each other and being competitive with each other in the best possible way. If I did a
seminar and Sarah Lucas did something fantastic then Gary Hume was pissed off because she got all the attention
and he wanted it – it’s a normal human thing but it had amazing effect. First of all it was consolidating and then
escalating. One of the things that was incredible good fortune for all of them was Damien [Hirst] doing Freeze.
They were all doing diverse things but Freeze gave them a group identity. It made them see themselves as part of
one thing. Then subsequently, everything that happened to one helped all the others.
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10. LETTERS OF SUPPORT

Dear Sirs,
This present email is the submission from Friends of Carnegie Library in respect of the
Archives aspects of the Culture 2020 consultation. We are making a separate submission
on other aspects.
We are members of Lambeth Local History Forum and fully endorse the Forum’s response
dated March 2015 to the consultation. In the following paragraphs we confine ourselves
to emphasising a few aspects we consider to be of particular importance.
As those of us who have seen the Staying Power exhibition at the V&A will be aware,
Black Cultural Archives has a national remit and is engaged in long-term collaborations
with other national heritage organisations. Lambeth does not expect to contribute to its
future funding. In contrast Lambeth Archives is the archive service of a single borough
and is reliant on Lambeth for nearly all of its funding. Both are excellent in their own
fields but their fundamentally different objectives and funding means there is no scope for
effectively combining them.
We are strongly opposed to the proposed relocation of the Archives to the Brixton Library
building. Neither the Library nor the Archives would have enough space to be able to
provide an adequate service. The numbers of users fully justify keeping the Library at its
current size. A reduction would lead to intolerable overcrowding.
Archive material consists almost entirely of unique documents. These must be protected
at all times from theft or damage with the consequence that public access can only be
provided in an area securely separated from the Library. The Archives’ staff will similarly
need a separate working area. There is no significant scope for sharing spaces in the building between the Archives and the Library.
Another consequence of the uniqueness of the material is that special stores are needed
for it. Could you confirm that you have investigated whether appropriate storage for the
existing holdings and future acquisitions could be installed and, if it could, obtained an
estimate of the cost? The library building is Listed. Even if the necessary works could be
carried out, the cost might be shockingly expensive.
The redevelopment of the Minet being proposed by the Friends of Minet Library may well
be a much more economic way of accommodating the Archives and we urge Lambeth to
give it very serious consideration.
Yours faithfully,
Jeff Doorn, Chair
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10. LETTERS OF SUPPORT

FRIENDS OF LAMBETH LIBRARIES

Chair: Laura Swaffield,

The culture2020 proposals are strongly opposed by all 24 members of Lambeth Local History Forum. This is also FOLL’s position. Lambeth has an outstanding archives
service, which is a real asset to LBL. Some of the most obvious objections to the current
plans are:
The timescale for the suggested move is completely inadequate for relocating an archive,
even were a suitable location available. The suggested location - Brixton Library - is full
at all times and cannot possibly accommodate another service without suffering severe
damage. It is hard to imagine any way this listed building can be expanded, and certainly
not in time for the move envisaged. There is no estimate of the cost. We note that the
fall-back position (quoted in the ‘risk summary’ paper) is ‘out of borough storage and
front of house provision’.
This is completely unacceptable and must be deleted immediately. The collection must
be kept together. It is used in multiple ways and must be fully accessible.
We note, with relief, that the risk summary also says: ‘Options appraisal will be
completed which investigates the feasibility of multiple sites. Feasibility will also
review investment required and where this could come from. ‘
FOLL therefore recommends that the business plan developed by the Minet Hub be
thoroughly considered, and be treated as the preferred option at this time. It prevents
immediate damage to the archives collection. It is (in the time allowed) a properly
worked-out plan with possible funding identified, which has every chance of being
cost-neutral. It places the archives within a multi-facility heritage destination, an asset
to the area and to LBL. This, the business plan shows, could become a centre for
heritage and digital access, events, training and employment.
The plan therefore includes the added benefits of:
(i) adding a game-changing boost to the regeneration of the whole area - which is the
most deprived in the entire borough
(ii) retaining a full library service at the Minet - again, an essential resource in this very
deprived area. This population cannot possibly be served by a ‘community-run’ facility,
which cannot offer what the library service does. Nor would local people have the
resources to attempt to run such a facility. The Minet library is a local place-making
landmark, deeply valued by local people - and its performance and usage are rapidly
rising.

Lambeth has started a public consultation
on the provision of it’s cultural services, that
means looking at parks, open spaces and
libraries, and one of its proposals is to close
the Minet library and move the Archive.

We want to stop this happening. Please help.

SAVE
THE MINET
LIBRARY
Friends of Minet Library want you to:

Email us to support saving the Minet Library on:
library@minet.org.uk or forum: http://www.minet.org.uk/library
please also check out lambeth documents for more information on what they propose at:
http://www.lambeth.gov.uk/consultations/cultural-services-by-2020
sign our libraries petition at:
https://www.change.org/.../london-borough-of-lambeth-save-lambeth- libraries
we are also printing the petition so please help by signing or even getting others to sign, copies
can be found in Longfield Hall and at Myatt’s Fields Park depot, or we can email you a copy
and finally
email or tweet your ward councillors- let them know you want to save the library
the three ward councillors for Vassall are:
jdyer3@lambeth.gov.uk pgadsby@lambeth.gov.uk agallop@lambeth.gov.uk
and the person in charge of these proposals for Cultural services is Cabinet Member:
Jane Edbrooke on jedbrooke@lambeth.gov.uk or twitter @janeedbrooke

MINET HUB: Bulletin 1.
January 31st 2015

Yesterday, Lambeth Council launched a public consultation in which there are proposals
to make major cuts to services in this area.
These include:
•
•
•
•

Moving Lambeth Archives from Minet Library building
Closing the Library in 2015
Selling the Minet Library building to developers in 2016
Making savage cuts to park budgets and staffing

We must stop this happening but it would appear from recent consultations that the Council
is most likely to be swayed if we can come up with both plans and crucially, funding,
to help them think differently about the future of public buildings and services in the area.
We need your help.
Please could I ask that you:
•

Look at the consultation and take the time to respond to it (closing date April 2015)
http://www.lambeth.gov.uk/consultations/cultural-services-by-2020

•

Tell your friends/neighbours too

•

Show your support by using the Library and Archives more.

•

Actively support the Friends of Minet Library – join the group and help develop plans
to retain and repurpose the building for future generations to enjoy.

•

Post comments onto the forums, website and email accounts for Friends of Minet Library

•

Let Friends of Minet Library know what you think:

o

Email: library@minet.org.uk

o

Forum: http://www.minet.org.uk/library

LONGFIELD HALL TRUST

MINET HUB: Bulletin 2.
February 2nd 2015

Help save Minet Library

With the squeeze on funding, the Council is seeking to cut spending across a range of its services.
This means that both our park and the Minet Library & Archives are now under immediate threat.
On Friday 30 January, Lambeth Council published a consultation document in which they state that
they propose to:
•
•
•

Move the Lambeth Archives out of Minet Library building
Close the Minet Library in 2015
Sell the library building to developers in 2016

We want to stop this from happening.
Our ambition is to do for Minet Library/Archives the same as it was done for Myatt’s Fields Park.
Experience has shown that the only way to get the Council to think differently is to present them with
a coherent plan and clear funding options. So we need to reinvigorate the Friends of Minet Library,
creating a group who can work together to create/explore options and actively start raising funds to
repurpose Minet Library building for 21st century in which a modern version of library services can be
housed alongside more appropriate facilities for the Archive.
We want the library building to work alongside Longfield Hall and the Remakery to create a focus for
learning, arts and community events in this area. Longfield Hall Trust has already begun work to renew
the Hall and it’s use but we cannot and must not underestimate the impact the proposed removal of
library/archives and sale of building will have on Longfield Hall plans too
Friends of Minet Library will work and learn from others too and we hope to set up a tour of others
who have faced similar challenges. Please will you help?
Show your support:
•
Use the Library, especially on National Libraries Day on Saturday 7 February
•
Come to a candle-lit vigil in the park on Saturday 7 February, 5 – 6pm.
•
Join the project group. Email:
•
Spread the news & share your views: (FOML addresses, website, twitter, email etc)
•
Take part in Lambeth Consultation
Email: library@minet.org.uk Forum: http://www.minet.org.uk/library Twitter: @minetlibrary

LONGFIELD HALL TRUST

MINET HUB: Bulletin 3.
February 2nd 2015

Devastating cuts planned
for MYATT’S FIELDS PARK
and sale of MINET LIBRARY
Candle lit vigil Myatt’s Fields Park
7th February 5pm - 6pm
Lambeth Council has announced:
50% cuts to Myatt’s Fields Park
Park staff posts cut
Minet Archive to move
Minet Library to be sold
Show your support for the park and library
Find out how you can help
Join us at a Candle lit vigil Myatt’s Fields Park 7th February

LONGFIELD HALL TRUST

MINET HUB: Bulletin 4.
February 10th 2015

The Minet hub was set up originally to support a number of organisations around the park to include Longfield Hall Trust,
The Remakery, MCA, Myatt’s Fields Park and importantly both the Minet Library and Archive.
We have made progress in a number of areas: We were given £40k by Lambeth to do a needs analysis; to do a feasibility study; and
draw up plans for the Library; and Longfield Hall; which would have led to putting in a letter of interest to the lottery fund to
redevelop the the Library and to submit a business plan from 2015 -2019.
But we received a blow to all this work with the launch of both:
‘cultural services by 2020’ and ‘future of lambeth libraries and community buildings’
on friday 30th January which proposes to:

Close the Minet Library
They plan to sell Minet and Waterloo sites to fund a £10million endowment pot and to turn the Durning Carnegie and Upper
Norwood Libraries into community led models run by volunteers.
We cannot let this happen, there are few community building in this area. They plan to sell the site, we do not need anymore housing in
the area. We must stop this happening and the Council is most likely to be swayed if we can come up with both plans for the buildings
and crucially, funding.
Our first meeting of the friends of Minet Library is on Monday 23rd February at 7pm. Venue: Minet Library

They also plan to cut the funding of the park by 50% from 2016
This might mean only the minimum is done- the grass gets cut, we would have no permanent gardener, no park manager on site no development worker. We were hoping to be one of the first park pioneers and would employ local people and streetscape to
do the grounds maintenance, we are still hoping that this can be done in 2015 but have grave doubts about 2016 and with only a
board of volunteers it will be very difficult, without this support and funding
everything in the park will be affected:
- the water play would be turned off, as we have no funds to check water quality
- no one to manage the greenhouse, cafe and one o’clock club, without support they would go
- and if the veolia contract goes, it might leave the park gates open 24/7
we have until 24th April to come up with recommendations and a basic outline business plan for both park and library.
we need your help
please become a member of friends of minet library at the following:
Email: library@minet.org.uk
or 								forum: http://www.minet.org.uk/library
join the Minet Hub here: 						
http://minet.org.uk/hub/membership
please get in touch if you want to help with the park: 			
info@myatt’sfields park.com
please also check out lambeth documents at http://www.lambeth.gov.uk/consultations/cultural-services-by-2020
sign our libraries petition @ https://www.change.org/.../london-borough-of-lambeth-save-lambeth- libraries
and email or tweet your ward councillors
jdyer3@lambeth.gov.uk pgadsby@lambeth.gov.uk agallop@lambeth.gov.uk
Cultural services Cabinet Member: Jane Edbrooke on jedbrooke@lambeth.gov.uk or twitter @janeedbrooke
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MINET HUB: Bulletin 5.
February 16th 2015

Minet Library Meeting

Lambeth propses to sell Minet Library and move the archive.
We cannot let this happen, there are few community building in this area. We must stop this
happening and the Council is most likely to be swayed if we can come up with both plans for
the buildings and crucially, funding.
Our first meeting of the newly reformed friends of Minet Library is on

Monday 23rd February
at 7pm
Venue: Minet Library
please become a member of friends of minet library at the following:
Email: library@minet.org.uk or forum: http://www.minet.org.uk/library
join the Minet Hub here: http://minet.org.uk/hub/membership
please also check out lambeth documents at
http://www.lambeth.gov.uk/consultations/cultural-services-by-2020
sign our libraries petition @ https://www.change.org/.../london-borough-of-lambeth-save-lambeth- libraries
and email or tweet your ward councillors
jdyer3@lambeth.gov.uk pgadsby@lambeth.gov.uk agallop@lambeth.gov.uk
Cultural services Cabinet Member: Jane Edbrooke on jedbrooke@lambeth.gov.uk or twitter @janeedbrooke
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MINET HUB: Bulletin 6.
March 11th 2015

Lambeth proposes to sell Minet Library
move the archive and cut Myatt’s Fields
Park budget by 50%
Lambeth council has organised a meeting to discuss these proposals
as a workshop in Vassall ward at:

Myatt’s Field North
Community Centre
Wed 18th March 7-9pm
Crawshay road- just off Cowley Road and near Normandy Road

theme : community hub

It is a free event please come along and hear what our councillors plan.
www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/culture2020-conversation-vassall-tickets-15709155507
please become a member of friends of minet library at the following:
Email: library@minet.org.uk or forum: http://www.minet.org.uk/library
join the Minet Hub here: http://minet.org.uk/hub/membership
please also check out lambeth documents at
http://www.lambeth.gov.uk/consultations/cultural-services-by-2020
sign our libraries petition @ https://www.change.org/.../london-borough-of-lambeth-save-lambeth- libraries
and email or tweet your ward councillors
jdyer3@lambeth.gov.uk pgadsby@lambeth.gov.uk agallop@lambeth.gov.uk
Cultural services Cabinet Member: Jane Edbrooke on jedbrooke@lambeth.gov.uk or twitter @janeedbrooke

LONGFIELD HALL TRUST

Lambeth has started a public consultation
on the provision of it’s cultural services, that
means looking at parks, open spaces and
libraries, and one of its proposals is to close
the Minet library and move the Archive.
We want to stop this happening. Please help.

SAVE
THE MINET
LIBRARY
Next Meeting:

Monday 20th April 6.30-7.30pm in the Library
Come and show your support, sign the petition, fill out the questionnaire,
Email us to support saving the Minet Library on:
library@minet.org.uk or forum: http://www.minet.org.uk/library
please also check out lambeth documents for more information on what they propose at:
http://www.lambeth.gov.uk/consultations/cultural-services-by-2020
sign our libraries petition at:
https://www.change.org/.../london-borough-of-lambeth-save-lambeth- libraries
we are also printing the petition so please help by signing or even getting others to sign, copies
can be found in Longfield Hall and at Myatt’s Fields Park depot, or we can email you a copy
and finally email or tweet your ward councillors, the three ward councillors for Vassall are:
jdyer3@lambeth.gov.uk pgadsby@lambeth.gov.uk agallop@lambeth.gov.uk
Cultural services Cabinet Member: Jane Edbrooke on jedbrooke@lambeth.gov.uk or twitter @janeedbrooke

